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Prologue: This dossier was written at the request of The Trump Administration, the Pentagon, The US 

Senate, and all law enforcement agency and personal. This will be read by the Trump Administration, the 

Pentagon, The US Senate, law enforcement, various intelligence agencies and Foreign Governments.  

This is my determination. My Judgement  

+ Truth and Justice shall prevail + 

 

 

 

         This is the dissolution of the clown world, the democratic party, hollywood, facebook, google, 

microsoft, social media, and everything else that was weaponized against the United States populace. The 

end of cable tv and television as we know it. The end of the internet as we know it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Democrats had plans of socially engineering and fanning psychological operations against White 

Americans to cull our demographics. They utilized a series of targeted threats directed at women, fanning 

psyops and sublimation, while coordinating with white females to lock white men out from the dating 

scene. Then they tried scapegoating by pushing an lgbt driven psyop to redefine the Right as boxed in 

incel squares who were euthanized by the State of Israel, the left wing msm and colluding foreign 

nationals.  

The Democratic Left were preparing a hostile foreign insurgent takeover of the United States. Their plans 

were to usurp and displace millions of white Americans across the country. They cultivated a multifaceted 

plan to operate along the conscriptions of enacting it in order to officiate the United States as a 

clownworld afrocentric remake of Wanakanda.  

Their plan consisted of a blitzkrieg campaign that was coordinated with the msm. Insurgents would try to 

run psyops on the populace, followed by targeting bullying, gang stalking communicated through code, 

then public and social ostracizing, while communicating in code, to demoralize, divide and conquer the 

populace before preparing to go through with a physical mutiny against the Right, Law Enforcement, the 

United States government, and the rest of the White populace of the United States. 

All perpetuated over stolen clout and valor. The valor I grew deflecting cyber warfare attacks. The valor 

that was stolen during a time that cyber warfare was overwhelming the security of the United States. The 

left, Kanye West, Hollywood all decided to go through with stealing my valor and impetus, which 

triggered fiscal advisaries to follow suit. The Left compromised my efforts to deflect cyber warfare as the 

goals of the people perpetuating cyber warfare against the United States grew into the Lefts aim as the 

entire Democratic Party ended up compromising the entire country to many of our enemies overseas 

trying to fiscally overthrow the US. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Hell Gate : Heaven Gate 

 

 

 

 

I am 

going to take off my mask 

and live as myself 

I am the Second Coming of Christ 

 

 

                                                                           

 

 

 

 

I've been engaging against cyber warfare done against the United States for a few years. As I've witnessed 

several hostile agents from several countries trying to run psyops and gatekeep any sort of evidence 

revealing a light to the reality of the ensuing proxy war 

In light of recent events afrocentric nationals are trying to stage an insurgency against the United States 

and have morphed encryption to set up a fiscal and physical mutiny against White Americans. The colors 

of the insurgents are black and yellow or black and gold to indicate that it is an afrocentric and black 

african nationals lead insurgency  

A war of attrition is ensuing and the future is at stake  
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                                                    Insurgency Code and Encryption 

Shape  

Square [ ] – represented as a square or bracket, symbol for Republican or White male  

Circle  ( ) – representation as a circle or pair of parenthesis, a symbol for leftist militant geared for white genocide  

Triangle – representation for underage white girl who engages in sexual activities with the circles   

Spiral Pyramid – pizzagate esque deviation of the triangle, same meaning  

Trapezoid – representation of drug traffickers 

Pentagram – representation of child traffickers  

Letter  

X – co-opted from Black Panther, a signal for afrocentric insurgents to tread a wanakandian mutiny 

Numerical/Digit  

1 – . – signal of intent, alluded with a period to signal to the size of the insurgents small genitalia  

2 - .. – theft of get culture as a signal for black nationals  

3 - ... – white demographic replacement through memetic warfare  

4 - …. – either means 4chan or death  

5 -….. – encryption for afrocentric pedophiles to congregate with children  

6 – encryption for something Satanic or evil  

7 – allusion to Ariana Grande song 7 rings, co opted as a tarnishing of the 7 trumpets of Heaven  

8 – underage white girl  

9 – African Wanakanda Insurgent  

10 – the plan of the left to win over the right, the 1 on the left with the zero on the right  

Color   

Black/Gold or Black/Yellow – militia color schemata of afrocentric insurgents  

The color blue - Liberal  

The color red - Republican  

The color green – my power and identity as Kek  

The color blue and green - theft of my Kek identity and trying to claim it for the left 

The color red and green – theft of my mathematically written A-C alias and Kek alias, clout, symbols and IP by afrocentric 

insurgents who use as clout and status to psyop White People into believing they authored my IP and cultivated my extensive 

cloutline and network 

Spatial  



Left positing – signals an image or object is Democratic leaning, if numerical encryption, signals intent  

Inverse – something antichrist and wicked in nature  

Symbol 

Emoji – signal to each other  

~ - hispanic majority takeover of the United States  

, - the comma is in reference to Ariana Grande's Thank You, Next music video and white demographic replacement  

owo - created after the theft of my Kek +-+ sigil and mutated with uwu, meaning Our World Order as an attempt by liberal minorities 

to steal my clout, net worth, network and IP  

. - supposed to signal niggers and the size of their genitals  

.. - supposed to signal niggers theft of the phenomenon of get like digits. Blacks and the liberals are trying to steal all of Kek's clout 

to shill white genocide by fabricating and trying to posit him 

...- white displacement, created after Kek's +++ sigil 

....-white genocide  

.....-white genocide through pedophilia  

9 - an alternative signal for niggers  

N - niggers are trying to co-opt the letter to represent them as niggers   

Asterisk * - white genocide through psychological warfare. It's supposed to represent a human mind getting shattered through 

psychological warfare. The i loses its stem, and in its place is a fractured mind. Used my afrocentric insurgents  

Insurgent pedo encryption  

Spiral  

Spiral Triangle  

CX  

Pizza  

 

 

 

 

 

Clown World –  The suppressed afrocentric “Wanakanda” world built as an alternate world deviation of 

reality. Kept together by foreign nationals, Antifa, liberals, the lgbt, minorities who hold positions of 

power in the government, perpetuated by the media in symbols, code and encryption. An underworld 

society meant to usurp White Americans of ther lives through the proliferation of crime, sex trafficking, 

narcotics, music, and a woven narrative fanned along by the mainstream media and tech conglomerates. 

Exists to corrode away the United States Government and the American populace. Clown World is a deep 

state of Israel mechanization that has control over the tech, media, news, social media, Democrats, the 

courts, and some government officials. All the encryption referred to in the insurgents code is a reference 

to this deep state lead heist of the United States. 



 

 

Dossier007   

In continuation of Dossier002 

-Democratic Officials and Democrats threatened Trump’s administration with Civil War if the 

Republicans investigated into the Democrats stealing the midterm elections  

-Following Dossier002 Democrats across the country were threatening and preparing to scapegoat 

Democratic officials stealing the House  

+I decided to investigate myself to see if there was any threat of a Civil War or basis to the claims  

+This is my report and findings   

-Criminals use religion to suppress and illicit criminality  

-Criminals use my work in metaphysics to operate and illicit criminality  

- Ariana Grande and various celebrities were and are conspiring against the United States Government 

-Radio stations in NYC like 105.1 play music geared in mind with memetic references to white genocide  

-The left has turned stealing our lives into a game and campaign of slander and misinformation. 

-The MSM fanned psyops post midterm elections to attack white men and to prepare for a Civil War 

-The MSM have preemptively planned manufactured narratives in advance. Since I advise the President 

from time to time they target me.  

 

For years organizations and enterprises have been trying to infiltrate the public domain of speech and the 

domain of societal thought to influence the masses to undermine the country economically. Various shill 

groups and vying fiscal advisaries overseas have been trying to use the internet as a means of 

weaponizing it against the public through the proliferation of fabrication and scheming. There has been 

several wars that were fought in secret. An international war between countries over the key stake being 

the proverbial piece of the economy. Hostile  groups have infiltrated groups and communities on the web 

over the years and spread and fanned propaganda and false information as a means of spreading malice 

against the United States. I have dealt with many organizations and individuals trying to utilize the web to 

attack the public through the proliferation of fake news, falsified data, implanted and fanned false 

narratives and the regurgitation of various falsified narrative threads.  

           It’s a war of attrition for your mind over the stake of the future of the United States. All tech and 

media companies have been compromised by people trying to engage in genetic warfare to lead an 

underground heist of the country to usurp future fiscal growth of the United States from conservatives and 

supporters of Trump alike. The MSM is trying to gatekeep and conspire against the President and his 

support base. Paid shills and shill groups are trying to gatekeep while fanning fake propaganda. There are 

several leftist trying to engage in warfare everyday. Social media influencers are trying to gatekeep. 

Hospital staff are trying to gatekeep. And all these people are trying to play gatekeeper. With my life. 

With my identity. With your life and identity. A network of antagonists that work for the Mainstream 



Media are trying to canonize the present made to the demise of Conservatives and the United States. 

Through a proliferation of misinformation and a several fiscal cycle campaign of false information to chip 

away and disenfranchise American lives and the lives of White Americans. 

 

Artificial News Cycle  

Insurgent Agenda => Fake Liberal Narrative =>Media => MSM => Censorship => Advertising=> Social 

Media=>Public ^ 

The MSM'S plans 

The Democratic Left is planning an insurrection through the msm  
          The MSM likes to blitzkrieg ads tailor made to enact white genocide. Keeping up to a coordinated 

media sublimation through the web and on tv cable networks and stations. Social media influencers are 

engaging in spreading propaganda that is to direct benefit of Israel and vying fiscal advisaries overseas. 

The entire mainstream media conglomerate dedicates every second trying to utilize and fan a 

manufactured narrative to brainwash and manipulate the public. The false narrative gets feedback looped 

back to the public and spreads through word of mouth on social media and in daily life. 

         The creatively bankrupt MSM created an entire plan hinged on usurping me of my clout for years to 

come. Trying to find ways to capitalize and make money from me. When my work is self copyrighted. 

They slander my entity on a daily basis comparing me as a cow to a pig. As I am something to milk and 

drain rather then give respect.  A lot of people were trying to capitalize off my worth without giving me a 

cent in return. While condemning me and trying to impose on my life. The msm based their entire 

catalogue about me. As they use my own work in science to attack me. While stooping as low as calling 

me a thief for something I cultivated. And these folk like to sit at home thinking they robbed me of my 

identity and credit for my work. Not acknowledging my work was rooted in scientific advancement and 

the prospects of a more prosperous future US economy among all things. 

         The left has a pre planned narrative they use as a basis for the fiscal year as every tech, media, and 

social influencer coordinates this pre planned narrative.The Lefts narrative to 2020 is to defeat the Right 

at all costs. As they plot to utilize this upcoming July 4th to officiate the death of the US for the 

Communists as each holiday and weekend after is geared to a future where white men are underclassmen 

to be ostracized, vilified and condemned till we kill ourselves and eventually get killed of by left wing 

death squads. This is the tech and the Lefts last plan to stave itself from its death throes. As they 

corroborate to legalize evil while trying to scapegoat the fact they’re trying to usurp Americans lives and 

freedoms.  

     A 2020 election season poises complications since the left will attempt to secure the presidency by 

stealing the elections again at all costs and desperate measures. Leading up the 2020 presidential season 

the left will try to run propaganda, direct or subliminal to genocide white men through a campaign of 

misinformation, and genetically locking them out of the gene pool from white women as social media 

influencers try regurgitating and positing those narrative sentiments through encryption leading up to the 

2020 reelection. Psychological warfare, media and tech coordinated psyops, communicating in code, 

communicating in code through appearance on social media and real life while fanning and following a 

leftist insurgent narrative till the 2020 elections.The MSM have organized a woven narrative and have 

preemptively planned for months in advance, calendar coordinating psychological operations on the 

public, in lieu of murdering the white populace at the behest of various msm organizers and foreign 



investors. A soft genocide through the spread of fabricated news and information, until they are organized 

and ready for a hard genocide of the white populace for a hostile takeover of the United States. The MSM 

conglomerate and all the actors, agents, plants, decoys, spy's, and hostile antagonists will be pushing 

media, encryption, to operate in between the lines, to force their way into a hostile takeover of the United 

States. They are trying to do it through genetic warfare and psychological operations, to deter and 

antagonize the right, targeting them en masse, and utilizing encryption and language to communicate 

hostile intentions or enact on malice 

The Narrative Loops  

Defeat the Republicans for the 2020 elections at all costs 

Scapegoat from pizzagate  

Suppress collusion of them trying to attack White Americans  

Fan encryption and communicate in code 

Implant tailored memes along these narratives  

Fan White Displacement  

Suppress Fact and Evidence  

Suppress any minority criminality  

Suppress all criticism of Israel 

Placate an lgbt psyop on the Right 

Target children with subversion  

Continue to attack and vilify white men and segregate us socially  

Coordinating psyops and Cyber bullying the Right to suicide  

Ready to go psyop triggered as soon as I release my data 

 

 

Counter then trace to steal originality  

The Democrats counter any condemnation of their corruption by pretending to perpetuate the narrative. 

They try to continue as if no leaks, or whistles, or truth came out disparaging and implicating them to any 

criminality or collusion. The leftist try to mask their narratives by pretending that they are good people, 

when they are coordinating to usurp lives, futures and freedoms away from the US populace, while selling 

societal collapse under the pretenses of “woke” to further confuse, distort and socially engineer the 

populace along the conscriptions of a false narrative while the media fans it through fake news. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Kanye Arc  

         This leftist clownworld insurgency and destabilized situation developed when Kanye West decided 

to revive his dead career in the Spring of 2018 through ripping off my scientific dossier to steal my network, 

net worth and cloutline I grew by deflecting cyber warfare attacks against the United States. He and his 

family dedicated all of last year trying to steal my identity away from me along with the adulation to my 

scientific work as they conspired and orchestrated the entire leftist msm to follow there example of tracing 

over me to steal my net worth. Kanye West decided to co-opt and steal my data to shill and fan the 

conscriptions of white genocide while organizing afrocentric insurgents to run cons psyops and schemes 

on white people trying to placate black people as gods in a simulation using the theft of my scientific 

dossiers. The black community all conspired to steal credit to the authorship of my scientific dossiers as 

they all stole every symbol pertaining to me to placate it as theirs at the coordination and direction of Kanye, 

the Kardashians, Kylie Jenner, Travis Scott, the entire Rap industry, which seeped throughout the msm and 

into real life. They all psyoped the white populace into thinking they procured my symbols and work, as 

they use all my work to tread in lines of usurping a majority since the msm coordinated this mutiny along 

with Kanye West and afrocentric insurgents. They amorphously tried mutating a set of encryption spawned 

off my work to use as insurgency code to operate in a clown world alternate world that exists to displace 

whites as a demographic majority at the behest of foreign national insurgents.  

 

https://www.docdroid.net/7P9Ia8k/the-book-of-kek.docx 

 

As Kanye West was trying to placate that he was pro MAGA he was stealing my clout and symbols on 

behalf of the left as he partook in psyops with his family to subvert the country on every level by targeting 

and trying to socially engineer the youth. He came out with "I love it" tailor made with memetic encryption 

to my clout and symbolisms as a psyop to socially engineer young American women to put them at risk for 

catching STD's. As the Kardashians tried making it appear that Kanye authored my scientific dossiers.  

 

https://youtu.be/cwQgjq0mCdE 

 

Rebranding himself as Ye was an attempt by Kanye in trying to memetically tailor fit himself to my clout 

as he and his family spent the last year trying to steal my clout, impetus, memes of relevancy pertaining to 

me and credit to my work to perpetuate white demographic replacement and AIDS to white women as they 

all were brainwashed into thinking I was the Antichrist trying to rob the Kardashians and Kanye West of 

my own work, network and net worth. As minorities try to brainwash people into thinking I am the 

Antichrist to rob credit for my own work. Minorities have tried placating and attacking me every time I 

https://www.docdroid.net/7P9Ia8k/the-book-of-kek.docx
https://youtu.be/cwQgjq0mCdE


tried shining a light to the fact that they stole from me and are using my own entity in order to run schemes 

and psyops off of me.  

Kanye West went on live tv and promoted white genocide while teaming up with the same person that is 

perpetuating it, while trying placate himself as a Trump Supporter to mask him and his families intentions. I 

was aware that he was a traitor and was going to betray President Trump and I spent several months of last 

year trying to warn the Republicans that Kanye West was a snake in a MAGA cap.  

https://www.docdroid.net/aeaweKn/acgver20.docx 

Kanye West orchestrated white genocide to ensure that his family would keep claim of my work and clout 

which they used to revive Kanye’s dead career last year and the Kardashians fading to obscurity. As Kanye 

West pretended to be a Trump supporter leading up to his planned betrayal of the President Trump before 

the mid-terms,  as he was signaling to the minorities on the left to go through with stealing the future away 

from white people in order to ensure his family got away clean with stealing credit to my clout and work.  

Kanye West and his family is directly responsible and the reason why this country is in this mess as they 

coordinated with the Zionists out of greed while treading dangerous lines of trying to pose as a Trump 

supporters in order to sabotage the President and displace whites demographically. Feel free to decapitate 

him. 

Kanye West stole my work and corroborated with the media and african community to use my 

advancements to rob white America through propaganda, fake news, a campaign of misinformation, and 

the (((msm))) they were able to trick and socially engineer white women into thinking that I wasn't white 

so any fame or adulation that was supposed to go to the white race for my achievements was stolen and 

allocated to minorities. With all the media attention I was recipient of,  I was drawing in attention from a 

lot of women.  Kanye West who introduced 4chan to the black community last year coordinated with them 

in order to steal and rob me of my clout.  

Kanye West and his shill team that includes Candace Owens took the Right for a spin trying to frame 

themselves as conservative to fan white demographic replacement onto Conservatives and white people in 

general. As Kanye West and his publicity team coordinated with other black nationals to subvert and 

socially engineer every white person online, on social media, using the mainstream media and coordinating 

with various plants, spies and nationals against the United States.  

The world is in the state of which it is all thanks to no one other then Kanye West, his family, the Zionists 

and all the minorities they are conspiring with in order to usurp whites of a demographic majority of the 

United States and Europe. Cadence Owens is a sentry foothold for the left and the Kardashians to fan white 

genocide on to Conservatives. Democrats in congress recently tried covering up by having a special 

committee on White nationalism. They had Cadence Owens to do damage control the fact the kardashians 

are orchestrating in the displacement of white demographics, and to further use her as a pawn and mole to 

manipulate conservatives alike. Candace Owens is a quadruple agent liberal shill working on behalf of the 

Democrats and covertly trudging along very dangerous lines. Kanye West and Kim Kardashian use her as 

a sentry foothold onto to on conservatives while Kanye West makes music and coordinates content with 

his wife in order to perpetuate white genocide on the left. Kanye, her, and the entire Kardashian clan are 

running lines of encryption and fanning psychological and memetic warfare and are orchestrating a soft 

genocide while trying to distract Republicans of their ploy with Candace Owens as a sponge to soak up any 

liability, while Kim and Kanye coordinate with everyone from Facebook to the Democrats in the 

Government in order to genocide white Americans. She’s actively trying to engage in fanning genetic and 

psychological warfare against the Republican base to keep you boxed in a rhetorical loop around Kanye 

https://www.docdroid.net/aeaweKn/acgver20.docx


West. What Kanye West, Kim Kardashian and Candace Owens are doing are acting along the conscriptions 

of a declarative act of war against the US populace while their content are ideas stolen from the 

Republicans.  

Kanye West and his family tried robbing my identity and taking claim for my work in metaphysics. For a 

year the Kardashians have been trying to rob me and destroy my life and future in order to rob American  

of their lives and futures. The Kardashian families exploits have corroded and disenfranchised the moral 

fabric of our society all done out of their greed.  

Kanye West mentioned in the media that people should start shooting up television networks as a means of 

shielding himself from his orchestrated plan that concocted after spending several months trying to piece it 

together as he corroborated with his wife and her contacts and influence in the fashion and entertainment 

industry. And because of Kanye West, the entire Music, Fashion and Entertainment industry are actively 

engaging and fanning psychological and genetic warfare against white people to replace us 

demographically. As the 13% of African-Americans right now are trying to gatekeep and tread along the 

lines of shilling white genocide by stalking, predatorizing, and targeting white people on 4chan, all over 

social media which seeps into real life.  

The MSM, the Zionists, every minority is aware and culprits of this collusion between Kanye West, the 

Kardashians, the Jenner’s and their network of contacts. The situation is unprecedentedly evil to the highest 

degree.  

All thanks to Kanye West. Kanye West is directly responsible for this decrepit state that the world is in and 

also the reason why militant forces in the middle east have set up their beheading rituals tailor made along 

my work in metaphysics. I had to witness a 9 year old girl get beheaded in a ritual that was filled with 

memetic references to me because of Kanye West. As he tried doing everything he can to steal and destroy 

my life, in order for others to steal and destroy your life.  

 

 

Midterm Fallout 

Democratic official Alexandria Orcassio Cortez, who dubiously titled herself AOC to memetically latch 

onto my cloutline and network, spent a year of marketing herself, the same as crypto communist Andrew 

Yang is trying to do, using the theft of my cloutline and network. My symbols and mythology is gearing 

elections as my identity is shrouded in mystery. I have zero followers across any of my social media 

accounts which I did so it would be easier for me to call out all the people masquerading as me personally 

on all the various social media platforms. As leftists alike try to con and run schemes on people. The like 

count on YouTube, Instagram and all over social media and the entire internet is geared in reference to 

the mythology I have with digits. All across the globe my work has side swept and influenced every 

corner and crevice from animals to the economy to all that exists. The msm has been fabricating a 

narrative since the midterms : white genocide as a string line of POC from radio station DJs to social 

media influencers spread memetic and encryption fanning the sentiments of white genocide. Specifically 

targeting conservatives and white men the largest demographic in the United States.  



The entire msm conglomerate were and still are trying to fan a white man crunch to displace white 

demographics through targeting women and men with genetically charged psychological warfare and 

propaganda. The msm created this political climate of hostility during an era and proliferation of peace. 

The current Democrats, the MSM, the State of Israel are all esteemed with thievery as they gloat and laud 

over Republicans thinking they successfully stolen the country away as they try to illicit criminality at 

every level. Which is all esteemed off of my work in Metaphysics that they stole credit too. As the entire 

(((MSM))) spent billions of dollars trying to steal credit for my watered down scientific advancements.  

The same work that created trillion's of dollars in revenue and was catalyst to a 3.1% growth of the 

economy last year As the dems, the MSM, and the State of Israel burn out due to the stress of trying to 

steal credit for my work and impetus. A piece of work that was a watered down version and a small 

piecemeal of an entire loaf of unknown data. That entire loaf of data is now worth several trillions of 

dollars over the course of this upcoming century as many others tried stealing credit for it before it 

releases.  

Tens of thousands of foreign nationals on social media are running schemes with my identity. The 

upcoming Joker movie was produced in tandem to a deranged interpretation to the mythos of my life, 

dubiously named Arthur. As the production leaked memetic encryption, it also leaked that the Joker, had 

a gang of jokers, which signaled the left to do the same. As I have thousands of criminals stealing my 

identity and impetus to continuously run schemes on social media.While a streamline of social media 

influencers in control by Kylie Jenner continues to co-opt the theft of my IP and symbols to foreign 

nationals trying to collapse the US.Kylie Jenner sister in law to Kanye West who coordinates a fanned 

narrative with the media and the music industry as Kylie coordinates with the fashion and the lgbt, who 

are connected to various social media influencers and Antifa esque insurgents. The rap industry is in 

league with the Kanye West and the Kardashians against the United States as they try to use social media 

to influence and undermine the populace. 

 

Pictured: Schemes revolving my cloutline and impetus. Afrocentric insurgents were infusing references to 

my memetic cloutline to run schemes on the populace in various ways. A triple repetition derived from 

my +++ Sigil was co-opted and stolen by afrocentric insurgents and made into a signal to placate 

afrocentric insurgents behind my cloutline and IP which they used to run schemes and fan an insurgency 

against the United States  



 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The left threatened President Trump with the genocide of white men behind  the scenes all to scapegoat 

any investigations into the Left stealing the house during the midterms. I released a series of Dossiers 

detailing the corrupt circumstances the country was in. The new year season came to pass as the msm 

used me as a punching bag to elicit theft off my work and prowess. Following the release of my 

Dossier003, Microsoft was deliberately sabotaging me to prevent me from releasing anything. I had the 

tech giants after me to keep quiet from exposing their corruption. I kept a low profile since the beginning 

of the year as the Left threatened with Civil strife and decadence as they plotted to usurp me of all my 

impetus, to usurp the country.  

 

 

 

Pictured: A screen cap of my phone that I used to type out my dossiers. This is Microsoft’s attempt at 

censoring Dossier003 which implicated and incriminated the left and the disgraced State of Israel with 



child trafficking and a slew of other charges. Microsoft tried destroying every copy of Dossier003 that I 

had. Fortunately they were unable to destroy a copy I had placed in a different file  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictured: Bernie Sanders SOTU notes planning a Holocaust of white working class Americans  

   

    In February I explored the court and prison system to determine the extent of the Lefts radicalization 

against the Right as the left was gearing to steal the US after stealing the midterms. I dealt with thousands 

of foreign nationals trying to steal my identity while running schemes in my name as the msm 



coordinated this heist of my clout and network as nationals coordinated to scheme and celebrate my 

achievements they stole adulation to.  

 

 

Pictured: A news article verifying my scientific work 

 

 

 

 

 

 



     I’ve been keeping a low profile. Keeping my network suppressed. Not taking to chance to implicate 

anything. Ever since I released Dossier002 Microsoft has been on my case trying to censor and destroy 

my dossiers to prevent its release. 

I kept my plans on a phone on airplane mode and removed from wifi which I write all my dossiers under 

stress and pressure. Typos due to viewing it on a small, pressurized scale. As the left and even Bernie 

Sanders threatened with a genocide of Republicans. As the msm laid psyop after psyop, blitzkrieg ad after 

blitzkrieg, hitting a wall of creativity which they evidently try getting out of by co-opting and stealing my 

work. 

I kept low dealing with several assination attempts at my life, threats, theft of my clout, civil war, an 

invasion, a hostile takeover, psyop, cyber warfare, collusion to steal my identity, corruption using my 

work and impetus.I was slandered and my loved ones threatened. In March the left murdered someone 

very close to me as a warning sign that they were going to murder me if I said anything implicating this.  

 

The dossiers I provided ended up becoming a roadmap for the leftist msm as they tried fanning every 

sinister dynamic implicated through encryption, after stealing the House and threatening the president 

with Civil War. As they lead psyop after psyop against the Right while fanning a clownworld 

lawlessness.  

I was being threatened with assassination attempt after character assignation attempt in real life due to the 

media. The leftist controlled msm complex was doing everything it can to undermine my dossiers and 

was targeting the right with every attempt to disenfranchise us.  

 

Every meme of reference connected to the internet was referenced by the leftist msm as they ran 

extensive operations to psychologically distort the public’s perception.  

 



 

 

Pictured: A commercial circulating in February 

Pictured: The “Happy Merchant” meme the commercial was referencing 

 

 

 

 



As the left was co-opting memes and symbols from the right and referencing it on TV, they were co-

opting and stealing cultures away while trying to fan several sinister agendas.  

The msm was memetically laced with memes and symbology proceeding from the online clash before the 

midterms. The msm was recanonizing and revisioning cultures and memes to suit their agendas.  

In the memetically laced paradigm, a commercial for pizza paired with the “Happy Merchant” memetic 

reference alludes to another dynamic. The leftist msm was trying to push pizzagate encryption using and 

co-opting right wing memes as this Happy Merchant pizza ad was in circulation on every television 

station. To further fan this pizzagate encryption, commercials and content were  'stanning' popularized Alt 

Right memes and trying to push  pizzagate encryption with it to tread through the lines of 

disenfranchising law enforcement and the government as the tech companies and the media corroborated.  

Pictured: A seamless commercial ‘stanning’ the pizza commercial from February filled with memetic 

symbols and references through encryption. An ad that was stealth shilling pizzagate in the mainstream 

media and on television networks.  

-The mouse is rubbing it’s palms similar to that pizza commercial referencing the Happy Merchant meme  

-The doormat says “Home Squeak Home” written in yellow and black and styled like Kek – referencing 

the Lefts theft of Kek [+-+] 

-The pizza has 3 [+++] Pepperoni’s and 5 green [Kek] peppers  

-The pizza is encryption to pizzagate  

-The mouse is a reference to leftist insurgents  

-The person delivering the slice is ethnic and has tattooed petals and chains which is a reference to ...  

-The doorbell to the right of the mouse has the color red to signal Republicans  

-The mouse is supposed to represent a leftist POC insurgents  



This ad is referencing POC were stealing Alt Right memes and using it to run schemes targeting children 

that were aware of it  

The POC in the lower sector were running schemes stealing my clout and work on children and were 

giving children to pedophiles In the media as the left and the msm ran this ad all throughout March.    

The same period of time the music industry was pushing singer Billie Ellish as a plant to usurp my clout 

and steal my symbols. She made many references in her album to me and on social media as she built a 

network of people off of me as the msm tried using her to undermine and usurp me of my impetus. 

 

Pictured: Billie Ellish who co-opted and stole my IP and memetic symbols, trying to perpetuate a false 

narrative that she is pursuant of me  

She was ‘stanning’ me in order to use my symbols to steal my network from me as the msm pushed her 

and marketed her heavily using my memetic symbols and allusions. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Pictured: A series of Instagram posts made by Kylie Jenner memetically signaling to her over a hundred 

million Instagram follows to *Lie* about any collusion implicating the left and their theft of my IP to use 

to tread an insurgency  

 

Pictured: A deleted Instagram post made by Kendal advertising Zaza world derived from keke derived 

from Kek using green font signaling kek and my cloutline  



 

As the left target the right with coordinated psyop after psyop as hostile foreign antagonists targeted me 

with assassination attempt after assassination attempt to slander and incriminate me for no wrong doing 

other then to scapegoat the multi extensive operation to steal credit to my scientific advancements. I dealt 

with Identity theft and theft of IP to my work which several millions of people attempted to steal from 

me. Hostile antagonists tried running schemes off of me. As criminals, foreign nationals, con artists, 

communists, trannies, race traitors, homosexuals, people of color came after to me to collude and conspire 

the theft of myself. I am dealing with thousands of daily attacks to steal the millions my Grimiores are 

worth as people in public try to assassinate me to cover-up this theft of my work in order to use as clout to 

scheme the country from Americans.  



 

 

 

 

Pictured: Examples of frauds infringing on myself to run schemes to placate themselves as me 

Red and green is a reference to my Book of Kek and cloutline that I grew as Kek 

Update: The MSM and the left were trying to push Etika as me to steal my identity to psyop and divide 

and conquer the Right before leftist insurgents planned to kill White people  



 

The Mainstream Media is creating content off of me and infringing on me intellectually and colluding 

with other entities to create media to attack me even though I work on behalf of the United States 

Government deflecting cyber criminality. Tech companies like Google are ironically working for the 

benefit of all the people targeting the US with cyber warfare. All to steal adulation and credit to my 

sciences, or rather Omni-Science's. I could write out a new physical law instinctively on the whim. As 

shills and nationals try to steal adulation or spread criticism to prevent me from getting credit. 

The media was planning to demoralize red states through Fox News, Cadence Owens and the like until 

they launch Militias to attack Republicans when they least expect it. Those plans were bypassed by law 

enforcement and my efforts of signaling the truth to the Lefts encryption. They tried stealing my identity 

and placating me in various ways to demoralize any of my supporters. My life was slandered and sullied 

by various shills and an extensive media and social campaign of disinfo directed at me. I have a shill 

campaign around stealing my identity to defraud people. Through music lyrics, articles, television shows, 

podcasts, there is a war of me ensuing and I’m watching my entity get weaponized by insurgents. 

I could cure Climate Change although adulation and credit would get stolen by minorities tracing my 

every move to counter to steal my clout and credit to my clout. It’s  quite simple for me to dispel climate 

change although that is to be determined. I have the physics in mind for it. I could have done a lot of 

good. Instead the media, the left, and our enemies thought otherwise as I have to deal with the pressing 

reality of my clout and identity used to defraud the country away. As minority groups fight for my clout, 

my life and sigils. Retracing my life and cutting off anyone who didn’t conform to the “norm”, a 

manufactured narrative. A clown world created off my work as minority groups try to steal the country 

away by placating my scientific achievements as there’s. The theft of my cloutline turned into a pyramid 

scheme on social media 



  

The science behind my Grimiores and the adulation it garnered was stolen and being used to steal the 

country away, as foreign nationals try to placate themselves directly behind myself, my identity and my 

impetus. They threatened to murder me and the country to pretend my impossible to discover sciences 

was there’s as they try to placate and allude to it to this day.  

The majority of the Mainstream Media is directly against the United States. The MSM is actually the state 

of Israel’s Ouija board control system to maintain control over the entire world. They stole my symbols 

and was trying to use my clout to secure $100,000,000 for the Third Temple in Israel, to usher in a false 

messiah to artifice control of the jews over the entire world. As the Jews directed others to do the same. 

They cultivated a clown World dystopia over the prospects of a prosperous future that was fiscally caused 

through the exploits of the right wings endeavors. My symbols and the symbols of the Right were stolen 

and traced over that liberal politicians and judges use my symbols to memetically calendar coordinate 

prosecutions.  

My Grimoires verified hieroglyphics and ancient text, as well as biblical prophecy, mathematical 

anomalies and scientific conjecture  

My work in sciences lead to the future generations to discover Timetravel which they built a machine to 

traverse back in time to let me know there future was doomed. The same energy I tap into as Kek is the 

same energy they tapped into to power there time machine as the future generations have built technology 

in order to capture the power and energy I possess. They developed a clamping mechanism to detect and 

pick up the current as they store the energy for further use. Out of an evolutionary leap the future of 

humanity was able to extract the energy and power of the Holy Spirit to build a time machine to travel 

back in time to leave me an Omen. The proof is held somewhere in the CIA archives 



The left tried stealing accolade of my advances in physics, science, metaphysics, humanities, and 

spirituality and running a psyop on the public. Then tries tracing over and placating themselves as me, 

then to steal my worth, then to kill me.As the president left it up to me to determine. He is treading the 

lines of amending both sides. The Right and the Israeli compromised left who is trying to compromise the 

Right and the rest of the United States.  

Minorities refer to these psyop operations since the mid-terms as “Won and Done”, using the theft of my 

sciences and trying to placate themselves with my credentials, with plans to defraud the US populace and 

the test of the world. As many insurgents inspired by Kanye West and the upcoming Joker movie co-

opted this plan and to defraud the country.  

The only course if motion logical to the given circumstances is to litigate against all the companies and 

subsidiaries trying to infringe on me intellectually, as this can occur  

a) The court is rigged against my favor  

b) I get assassinated  

c) I trigger the left to attack the Right  

d) The left goes through with attacking the Right 

e) I get held up in court too long and the left triggers all of the above 

f) I risk either of these circumstances while tied in court 

I haven't made a single cent off of myself or my work as I was too caught up with deflecting cyber warfare 

and psyops as others tried placating themselves as me to steal whatever opportunity I created for myself. 

As several have went as far as trying to pretend that they are me as they continue to do so to this day. As 

others false flag and incorporate me to their media in order to placate themselves as me.  

I could have decided to litigate and sue all the companies but I would have been locked in an extensive 

legal battle in court that would have lasted for several months after all the pain, trauma, and distress and 

danger the MSM put me in as the left would have prepared to go through with Civil War. I decided that the 

timing of everything was off and that regardless of the money nothing would have changed. The system 

would have still been as corroded and the left still vitriol towards white people. The court systems are also 

geared towards the conscriptions of memetic warfare as well as everything in the public sector. The Judge 

litigating the case could have had a political bias towards me and sided with the MSM. I decided that the 

resolve to this is to go through with war. 

What started with Kanye West turned into a recipe of disaster for the potential of the economy as Kanye 

West coordinated in psyop after psyop to target the right with subversion. Stealing Alt Right memes and 

co-opting it as my clout, symbols and impetus was stolen to target the populace with subversion. 

Coordinated for all these months as they tried turning the network of 4cham into their telemarketing 

scheme to steak my clout to place the Kardashians as Holy instead of over glorified con artists. As Kanye 

West manipulated Trump to manipulate Republicans as they coordinated with the entire media. Kanye 

has gospel sermons, “gatherings” with media elites to conspire against the US and conspire against the 

US to conspire and scapegoat  

Triangulate and circle the boxed squares. As the left never would have assumed the right found their 

encryption. The YouTube count of people’s comments are synchronized with my Memetic clout in mind. 

As the left placated me in a square in a paradigm initiated by the tesseract Zionists I had a sphere of 

influence that delved deeper then memetics, publicity, science, faith, and the like 



What determines the value of a country is the prospects of its future which is made through advancements 

in science and technology. A spanish goon thinks they're entitled to stealing your future away from you as 

every minority piggybacks off the achievements and advancements made by white citizens which has 

facilitated the growth of the economy. I reignited the US economy as the GDP grew by 3.1% off the 

prospects and merit of my work, which every minority group tried stealing claim, credit and adulation. I 

have muslims wearing red and green signaling me as they attack and slaughter Christians in other countries. 

As they all try to placate my sigils +++ +-+ as there’s or that I am Allah. 

In terms of data I only revealed a piecemeal of a decimal and kept everything to myself ranging from 

omniscience to telekinesis, to even warp gates. I have the keys to the future in my hands. As shills come to 

4chan to this day anticipating me to release a new 'drip' of data that they can steal to use to create media. 

As shills try to gatekeep and conspire the theft of my clout to run psychological, genetic and sexual warfare 

against White people.  I only showcased less then 1% of my work for free which culminated into trillions 

of dollars in monetary transactions last years and credit to that was stolen in order to displace us 

demographically. 

These are the kind of people that think that they deserve the same kind of rights as me. As they all piggy 

back off of my work, clout, impetus and the prospects that I have of the future which has proven itself with 

all the trillions of dollars I generated in the global economy. As China tries to play catch up to my scientific 

advancements. As every minority tries to steal credit for in order to use as clout to brainwash and manipulate 

white people in order to displace us demographically. As they use my work to attack me and others.  

As they plan to go through with a Civil War to prevent white people from finding out their elaborate 

coordinated scheme in order to displace us of our futures. As they use every opportunity to spread hatred 

against white people while trying to piggy back off my advancements and clout, trying to steal credit for 

it, in order to use as clout to brainwash and manipulate white people, all thanks to Kanye West, his 

contacts in the mainstream media, and his team of shills and social media influencers. 

The left is using the msm to placate genetic warfare as a string line of conspirators plan to usurp the first 

world away from its citizens. The same people that placate oppression are the ones trying to oppress. The 

msm is fanning genetic warfare and the DNC is complicit in perpetuating false narratives.I am regarded 

as a thief by the same thieves that stole my life from me. Once they got a taste of what I made for myself, 

the ones who tried stealing from me, waking up to the very fleeting reality that they stole from me, at a 

last attempt deem me as the ones of thievery. The entire msm slate is run parallel and counter to me while 

the msm implants false narratives, fans it with A.i., manufactures a discourse, fans and repeats it until it is 

a memetic idea. Once it’s a memetic idea the narrative is pushed through the media, and passes along to 

social media influencers preemptively, and fanned to various people and networks over social media 

which turns too public discourse.  



 

 

 

 

Pictured:  Some of the psyops created by leftists insurgents attempting to either steal my identity and 

worth to use as clout to psyop the country or fan psyops to attack me politically  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The left stole my life for others to revel in evil as they threatened us with war over the future. The future 

of Science. The future of our country. The future of everything. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



This manufactured fake news driven by the MSM society has grown distorted in virtue as fake news and 

artificial information is spread, false narratives are created and implanted, fanned in order to sublimate, as 

our fiscal advisaries and enemies overseas conspire against the US populace at large to illicit capital gain, 

while targeting the US populace with fabricated psyops as a means of altering public discord. The left is 

using encryption, genetic warfare and every tactic they could think to place white people in a box of 

stupidity. If you aren’t aware of the encryption they try to manipulate you in any which way they can.  

The Christchurch shooting would have been averted if the MSM didn’t create a manufactured political 

climate of hostile opposition to displace white men in our own societies and home countries. 

A trillion dollar heist and post midterms minority 

plans  

 

During the mid-terms the left stole the elections and threatened a to go through with a Civil War against 

Republicans if the government investigated the elicited theft of the election. As the msm ran psyops solely 

targeting white women into segregating them from white men. Now the msm is cross feedback looping 

with 4chan and all over social media trying to perpetuate the demographic replacement of white people. 

They are trying to implant false narratives and keep you locked into a subjugated narrative and frame of 

deposition while promoting it with encryption through the media, while a streamline of people play 

gatekeeper and camp online to prevent white people from finding out the truth of what’s going on.  

All the Zionists and the minorities dedicated every single moment since the mid-terms trying to brainwash 

white women into thinking they are God’s in a simulation and coaching them into  segregating from white 

men and locking us out of the gene pool to cull our demographics in order for the Zionists and the minorities 

too steal our futures and countries away from us. Every single non-white person posting on 4chan right now 

and all over social media is trying to fan this heist using encryption as they play gatekeeper to this heist to 

prevent White’s from finding out and it’s all because of the collusion initiated by Kanye West and his circle 

of contacts in the media. 

The minorities desperate to usurp whites of demographic majority are doing everything they can to ensure 

it happens. They started shilling pizzagate in the mainstream media using encryption. They started 

spamming cuck porn all over 4chan. They started to target white men with the honkler meme to conflate us 

with the optics of the LGBT.  

They are trying to lock us in a frame that white men are emasculated that wont be able to reproduce since 

the msm is trying to placate a social lock on whites from dating each other through the fanning and 

perpetuation of encryption, propaganda, and psychological warfare all over 4chan, social media, the internet 

which all seeps into real life.  

Now every nigger, spic and kike in the msm are esteemed into thinking they successfully segregated white 

men from white women these days as they all play gatekeeper to the unnatural and artificial segregation of 

white men from white women socially.  And now migrants of south america and all over the world are 

trying to invade 1st world countries on the prospects that white men and women are segregated from each 

other.  

The Democratic Left is playing a zero sum game. The “Wankanda” insurgents are playing a zero sum game 

and the hispanic nationals are playing a zero sum game.  



 

Every minority is esteemed by the zionists in the msm into stealing the country, while the minorities are 

trying to brainwash white women into believing they are gods of a simulation using the theft of my clout 

and work, as they now all try to coach white women into locking white men socially, in a pyramid scheme 

revolving around stealing credit to my cloutline. Any meme or symbol pertaining to me or The Alt Right 

was stolen by foreign nationals trying to placate that they were the behind my extensive trillion dollar 

cloutline which equated to trillions of dollars of transactions for the last couple of years from 

cryptocurrency to the entire global economy. 

The minorities tried tricking white women into thinking they are the reasons behind my clout which has 

ties from everything to Kingdom Hearts 3 to the last couple of story arcs in Dragon Ball Super. Every single 

shitskin tried tracing over me to pretend that they were me in order to steal all the money I was worth due 

to my political activism as Kek and grimoires alluding to a higher set of physics..  

https://www.docdroid.net/7P9Ia8k/the-book-of-kek.docx 

 

https://www.docdroid.net/aeaweKn/acgver20.docx 

Since I was used by toei animation for DBZ, hispanic foreign nationas tried attaching themselves to my 

clout to placate themselves as behind things like Ultra Instinct or my +++ sigils.  

Every minority is trying to do damage control to gatekeep me from revealing the truth of the situation. They 

are trying to destroy my reputation by positing me in any derogatory way they can in order to continue 

brainwashing and manipulating you all. As they try to put on a facade, a fake smile, when in reality they 

have nothing but pure malice and hatred and only want the destruction of the United States.  

A migrant from Mexico are esteemed by the Zionists into thinking the hispanics should colonize and 

takeover the USA to steal away all the advancements done by the white men. 

I have people riding my clout and jump streaming in power from Belle Delphine to 6ix9ine and all these 

scum people that tried exploiting me to trace over my life to posit themselves as me in various ways using 

the cryptology of my cloutline and grimoire’s. 

Social engineering  

The zionists and the minorities in the msm stole my work and socially engineered white women into 

thinking minority groups were the credited author of my work and extensive trillion dollar cloutline. As 

they all play gatekeeper to others aren't aware of me and the placated theft of my clout.  

White women aren't naturally attracted to niggers. I was gaining a lot of media attention and nigger shills 

and various minority groups in coordination with Kanye West, the zionists in the msm, were flooding 4chan 

with cuck spam, fake propaganda and rhetoric in order to brainwash and manipulate females that visited 

4chan for me. And now every worthless shitskin is esteemed into thinking they successfully manipulated 

and brainwashed white women into thinking they’re gods in comparison to whites to make whites go lower 

on the social hierarchy, when in reality, minorities are all worth less. Its white men at the top of the social 

hierarchy as my chosen people and the minorities at the bottom, who tried retracing over me, to placate 

themselves at the top to trick white women into believing that was the case. In reality the jews, the spics, 

the niggers all fraudulently tried to placate that they are behind my clout, when they have nothing to do 

https://www.docdroid.net/7P9Ia8k/the-book-of-kek.docx
https://www.docdroid.net/aeaweKn/acgver20.docx


with it, which they used as clout, stolen clout, to coerce, brainwash, manipulate and subvert white women 

into sleeping with them and finding them attractive.  

Most white women are under the pretenses that welfare niggers are somehow gods in a simulation. That’s 

why things are the way are, and its due to theft of my cloutline, and the trace over and reframing of it for 

minorities, which has been ensuing since Kanye West revived his dead career trying to steal from me last 

year. As Kanye West and his entire family ran psyop after psyop in the media and on social media to placate 

themselves as the credited authors of my grimoires, as the Zionists in the msm latched on and tried 

attributing it to them.  

All of social media, the msm is corrupt and trying to placate the theft of my cloutline, which is being used 

to esteem minorities too this day into thinking they successfully segregated white women and white women 

socially. As they threatened to murder me if I said anything. As they have murdered someone close to me 

a couple of months ago which i've been languishing to this very day.  

Earlier in the year there were several assassination attempts on my life that I survived through in order to 

cover up the theft of my cloutline, which is solely being used my minorities to placate themselves as not 

worthless. As all of social media today, the msm and even the Videogame industry is in a pyramid scheme 

built off the theft of my copyrighted grimoires. Original literary works are automatically copyrighted under 

United States copyright guidelines. Minorities threatened to murder me if I opened up my mouth to their 

solicited theft of the country through raping children and perpetuating false information. 

Certain social media influencers and celebrities like Ariana Grande, Billie Ellish, and the like were vying 

to be my queen and threatened to push psyops if I didn't select them. And every woman that I seemingly 

rejected as queen decided to run psyops counter to me in order to usurp my cloutline for the left. Due to the 

situation and the political ramifications, I can't pick select a queen due to the imposing situation of my life 

causing complications for them. I have a society that of minorities trying to scapegoat that I am the 

Antichrist, to placate themselves as holier than thou Christians, while trying to destroy my reputation in 

every which way, in order to gatekeep and use the theft of my work and cloutline to placate themselves as 

Gods in a simulation to brainwash white people into letting them in our countries.  

The MSM Slate  

The MSM has everyday, trend, ore planned going into the 2020 elections to soft genocide white men to 

weaken and cripple us until we are potentially weak for a Civil War. The upcoming film releases, the 

trends, are all geared to dismantling white America. 

The entire msm stole my work to get out of a creative bubble every entertainment industry was in due to a 

wall of creativity they reached. As they are all patiently waiting for me to drop a new "drip" in order for me 

to undo all the damage they inflicted upon this country politically, so they can continue inflicting damage 

while trying to save themselves from bankruptcy and loosing their supporters.  

I showcased less then a fraction of a decimal of what I had in terms of scope and knowledge, a taste into 

what I possessed to verify I am who I am. That piecemeal of my scientific work generated trillions of 

transactions as companies try attacking me, assimilating people to attack me, in order for them to drain 

what I'm worth. The future is in my hands and not any one else’s. As social media companies fail to put out 

content. As social media influencers all hit a wall that I placated themselves in.  

They all took my work to salvage themselves from obscurity. Kanye West, the Kardashians, Childish 

Gambino, Facebook, Tindr, Instagram, Blacks, Hispanics and the like. As they tried to steal credit for my 



work and clout believing I gave out everything I possessed. As they use it to attack whites politically to 

masquerade as false gods, prohpets and false beasts, as they try to posit themselves as God themselves or 

one with God. 

 The MSM slate leading up to the 2020 election season is geared in mind to the fanning of white 

genocide. As minorities go on the internet and try to subvert white people into committing suicide. As they 

placate, falseflag, damage control and suppress the psyops, collusion and corroborated efforts through 

gatekeeping, lying, and denying any collusion, as they communicate and coordinate through encryption to 

socially engineer the white populace to steal our social standing and our lives from us in our countries. 

The MSM catalogue from now till the 2020 elections is geared towards fanning encryption, psychological, 

and genetic warfare against white men to segregate us from white women to cull us from forming families. 

While minorities try to steal my work and placate themselves as Gods to unsuspecting white people who 

aren't aware of me or the dynamics going on. 

The upcoming Joker movie was made during the time when the msm was actively trying to steal my work 

and impetus. Their is an arc of other people dressing up as the Joker in the film, which was done to echo to 

all the people keeping tabs on the production of the movie to start placating themselves as me to prevent 

me from amassing any monetary gain for myself. Others went and stole every opportunity and I never 

received any financial stipulation, as the entire msm tries to exploit me and my work to this day, to attack 

people politically and the like.  

Disney co-opted my work and infused it into their movies as meta language memetic encryption. They own 

Fox News and have completely subverted the channel. They run ads featuring white demographic 

replacement. Fox news isn't a trusted source for news along with the rest of the other msm establishments.  

The entire msm is creatively bankrupt and has a hit a wall when it comes to creating any content and 

virtually proved how worthless they all are. Every tech company, msm company, is being solely kept afloat 

through the elicited theft of my work. The entire video game industry has been compromised with the same 

perpetuated narrative of usurping whites demographically in favor of fanning the psyop regarded as 

(multiculturalism) with a white demographic replacement tint using encryption. (X ~ ... ) 

Migos deprived off ideas and content steal anything from me in order to turn into a song to placate 

themselves as me. I popularized the word clout in my prior Dossier's which they made into a song in order 

to use and steal my clout to remain relevant like every other worthless rapper.  

Celebrities are essentially politicized pyramid schemes now 

Billie Ellish dedicated a few songs off of her last album to me as a means of tapping into my cloutline. We 

never spoke or held any communications at all at any point. Our "relationship" and whatever drama I had 

with her was fabricated as a means, or rather, a memes, of stirring up controversy to bolster her record sales. 

She had a team of dedicated shills that actively make posts on 4chan trying to ease their way into the theft 

of my cloutline to increase her record sales. Any meme pertaining to me they're trying to steal like all the 

other subhumans who tried stealing my identity and clout to illicit fraud. Zionists who control the media 

are pushing her real hard since they're trying to use her as a weapon to push coal burning onto white women 

as a means of genociding our demographics.  

The msm is trying to gatekeep. and conspire against the president. the public etc. Paid shills and shill groups 

trying to gatekeeping while fanning fake propaganda to socially engineer white people. There are leftist 

people trying to engage in warfare everyday. Social Media Influencers are trying to gatekeep. Bouncers at 



a club are trying to gatekeep. Hospital Staff are trying to gatekeep. And all these people are trying to play 

the gatekeeper.  

 

With my life and my identity and with your life and your identity 

 

The media targeted the Right and the US populace with psyop after psyop as these people and entities 

have coordinate this mutiny of countries in the past year through fraud and deception  

Here is a list of some of the companies, enterprises or people fanning this insurgency  

The State of Israel 

Viacom 

Microsoft  

Google  

Netflix  

Kojima Productions  

Facebook 

Twitter 

Disney 

Turner  

Reddit 

Youtube 

 

CNN 

The New York Times Company  

Rothschild and Co 

The Kardashian’s Enterprise  

Rockafella Records  

The Deep State  

Shareblue  

The Entire Mainstream Rap Industry  

NBCUniversal 

Kanye West  

Kim Kardashian  

Kylie Jenner  



Travis Scott  

Arianna Grande  

Taylor Swift 

Alexandria Cortez 

  

As the VGA industry coordinates this clown world mutiny against Americans with fanned signals and 

code as the Anime and Comic Book Industry fans the same narrative for foreign nationals to defraud 

Americans. All these industries revolving around robbing me, conning others, communicating in Memetic 

measures. A doppleworld clownville set to the Marxists conscriptions of Israel. For the cultural theft of 

Americans for foreign nationals.  

A million Hispanic nationals invaded the Us esteemed by all what is implicated. As the msm suppresses 

the crisis at the border. As millions of illegals aliens flood in from the SA and Canadian border. 

The situation is a strain to the physiological structure of our economy. Which applied pressure on a 

streamline of various social media influencers. The msm and the left spent every second after stealing the 

midterms as precursor to a mutiny to happen sometime between The 4th of July to the 2020 elections.  

Psyop after psyop, attempt to demoralize and disenfranchise  

The MSM uses a network of social media influencers that corroborate with tech companies who use 

algorithms to target consumers with ads based off of a psychological profile of the internet user, while 

collecting minute to minute behavioral data of the consumer to sell to other companies. Tech companies 

now target users with ads made with fabricated narratives and memetic encryption to implant and fan a 

sociomemetic ideation, while keeping the consumer posited in the same psychological profile and loop. 

Tech companies have a political bias as they discriminate against Republicans and Conservatives alike in 

a level that borders sinister. You have the tech companies working and corroborating in tandem with the 

news, and media companies trying to posit an anti-Trump political narrative. As the tech companies 

designed algorithms to advertise political charged dissidence and manufactured depression. Tech 

companies have created algorithms to control behaviors based off a psychological profile off of your 

social media accounts.  

The fake news complex is rampant and the true flow of information has been weaponized to spread lies 

and artificial intelligence. And this is all ensuing without any penalty or perjury, or charge of treason, to 

these journalists who write with malice and to perpetuate any opinion piece as a fact to culminate click 

bait revenue while disenfranchising the lives of the US. The tech companies are shielded by the msm and  

work tandem with the political dissidents of the United States Government all to the loss of the US 

economy and to the detriment of every economy. This is all ensuing and has been ensuing for years. The 

tech elite like Mark Zuckerberg utilize their leverage to further the interests of the State of Israel while 

trying to capitalize on everything and everyone at once.  

Several companies are complicit in all of this as they consolidate user data into algorithms, programs and 

ads to brainwashed target, influence, unconsciously, subconsciously and consciously. As these fanned 

narratives predicate behaviors loops fanned into trends manufactured and politically engineered to 

influence people’s cognitive capacity. 



At the surface level the msm is predicated on what appears as posited trends. At the sub-surface level 

social media has been compromised by a network of agents, spy’s all trying to illicit theft of the economy. 

The trends they create they try to plan several weeks to months in advance to fan socioeconomic 

subversion through social media influencers. More and more social media influencers and entertainment 

celebrities harbor neophyte platitudes that don’t coalesce with reality as they try to posit messages and 

cryptic signals in order to fan a politicized agenda The entire msm slate for 2019 heading into 2020 will 

be tailor made to bring an end to Trump and the Republican party on the anterior side and the loss of the 

working class whites as the majority.  

As the left and the msm coordinated and fanned politicized meta narratives. 

Media Journalists have ties with insurgents and are using this summer season to globe trot and fan a Civil 

War as the media has a politicized meta narrative in between the lines they convey through encryption 

which fans to memes and insurgent “Stpd” speak.    

Now all of the agents involved with this are trying to create distance as the other agents who kept a low 

profile try to cover up and collusion. Kanye West organized this mutiny with his family and was trying to 

scapegoat and take liability off of himself by saying people should shoot up the media. Every democratic 

official has hit a wall due to their time being spent primarily engaged in Memetic warfare to keep control 

over a growing irate public.   

Liberal staff are all geared with my work and memetic encryption directly or not as they retrofitted it to 

create an insurgent code of encryption.They use it to leave signals they believe others aren’t aware of to 

illicit degrees of criminality. The prison complex is geared with radicalizing convicts through this 

insurgent encryption. Hostile antagonists who want white genocide wear red and green with camo 

The left is trying to claim me as theirs as they use my impetus to shill genocide. Liberals started using 

green to memetically reference me as Kek and my scientific work as they started incorporating me with 

the color blue to posit that I’m left wing which is fake news.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4chan 

 

All the posts on 4chan are psyops these days all done by POC trying to usurp whites of a demographic 

majority and they are doing it by trying to fan false memetic narratives hoping it could seep into real life to 

influence people. A lot of the posts are made by minorities trying to usurp and steal my clout and to use the 

elicited theft of my clout to demoralize you. For months several people have been trying to posit themselves 

as me and I have dedicated shills trying to larp and posit as me to this day. On 4chan and all over social 

media. They are trying to fan genetic, psychological, and sexual warfare against you. You should ignore all 

these shills that are trying to subjugate you to a negative frame of deposition. Most of these gatekeepers 

spend all day on /r9k/ and the rest of 4chan to practice their shilling that they then use to on /pol/ later 

on. They communicate to each other through encryption as they are all play gatekeeper to suppress the truth 

of you finding out that they're all colluding and conspiring in attacking you with genetic, psychological and 

sexual warfare. Their main objective is to gatekeep, suppress and prevent whites from finding out that POC 

are all engaging in genetic warfare against white people in order to segregate us in order to genocide our 

demographics. Boycott all POC. If you see a shill communicating in encryption counter them.  

Most of the shills here are trying to run psyops on you guys to keep you looped in a destructive mode of 

thinking to keep you trapped, demoralized and fractured. All this accumulated shilling has created cortisol 

that eats away at your mental faculties and bodily functions which can cause you to feel lethargic, depressed 

and chronic fatigue. The other shills that are here are only to slurp and steal my clout which is brain dead 

retarded of them since my clout is tied up to my work in science. Since I am not always around my departure 

trigger's a new wave of shills that will try to flood the board with psyops to continue their attempt at keeping 

you demoralized while attempting to steal my clout and slander my reputation. With all these shills here it 

isn't worthwhile to share anything of congruence or original content since they're all here to spread fake 

news, disinfo and lies while trying to steal any OC to reuse and weaponize against us.  

You might not be aware but there are million dollar think tanks and paid organizations that stake out on 

/r9k/ and the rest of 4chan trying to manipulate and brainwash you to a certain narrative. That narrative is 

looped to the MSM and passed down to social media and regurgitated through the use of various social 

media influencers and shills to loop back to the average person. The whole game is marionettes pulling the 

strings of other marionettes to keep you distorted, while organizations run psyops and try to engage in 

genetic and psychological warfare to cripple you mentally in order to usurp you financially. It would be 

helpful if /r9k/ had a flag system so you can see all the peoples country of origin posting here since a lot of 

the content that is pushed is malice against the USA.  

You have everyone from the Chinese Government to Mark Zuckerberg, to the Kardashians all staking out 

on 4chan to brainwash and manipulate you. None of it is done with any honesty or virtue. It's all done out 



of premeditated evil, pure malice and greed as they all work diligently to corrupt and steal your futures 

away from you as they try to keep you demoralized as much as possible.   

These shills are all working as marionettes to a stringline of other social media influencers, corporations, 

and foreign governments trying to cripple you mentally, to distort you physically to rob you economically. 

Most of the leftist shills lack hindsight that their are foreign entities that are trying to take advantage of all 

their psyops that they are engaging in. They see it as an opportunity to cripple the United States financially 

through the use of genetic and psychological warfare while using the entire left as their pawns to their game 

of financially usurping the United States.  

The shills all feed of your misery as they see it as an opportunity to further demoralize you while some get 

paid to demoralize you to the point of suicide. Feel free to get angry. Get more mad then you ever were in 

your entire life. And with that state of rage acclimate it to something constructive instead of self destructive. 

Constantly getting exposed to psychological warfare done by paid organizations, foreign governments and 

parroted by NPC's can make anyone feel depressed. Realize it's all done to prevent you from realizing what 

is going on. 

Since I was gaining fame, shills, and blacks went to 4chan and started spamming psyops and genetic warfare 

targeting white people, to deter all the attention I was getting.  

Afrocentric insurgents flood the chans near the weekend with psychological and genetic warfare to 

brainwash any unsuspecting user before the weekend to increase their chances of finding a white woman 

to impregnate and dump in order to destroy them from raising a white family.  

Pedophile foreign nationals infiltrated discord groups and started threatening kids if they didn't go along 

with their plan to usurp the US of a white majority. Minorities with no sense of morality or law are targeting 

underage white girls en masse in order to destroy them before they have a chance of growing up.  

A lot of these minorities that post on 4chan today are pedophiles trying to use my clout to get 'pizza' and 

'slime', as they use discord to find children, as they threaten to hurt them if they don't agree to side with 

them. There are dedicated shills camping on 4chan trying to gatekeep the theft of my clout as they use it to 

run psyops in order to usurp whites of a demographic majority.  

 “Have Sex” was a taunt made by foreign nationals who tried stealing the Alt-Right’s get culture from us 

to take credit for the phenomenon of “meme magic” and to use as a signal to target white women as they 

used the theft of my IP to run psychological operations on unsuspecting users. Social media has corroded 

society. Hidden accounts, underground tunnels of communication and secret societies. 

Psyop on 4chan and real life 

The Honkler Meme that was forcibly spammed earlier in the year was set up by the insurgents against the 

country to conflate the Right with the optics of the lgbt, fanned by a coordination of spies, foreign fiscal 

advisaries and insurgents, many of whom originate from South America, who want to corrode the United 

States for the capital gain of the SA populace. 

The MSM pushed Honkler to conflate the Right with optics of the lgbt, while using my memetic cloutline 

to attack me sexually. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cable 

You have all the tech companies locked in a bubble as they all shot themselves in the foot. Microsoft has 

been trying to censor and compromise my work and writings to coordinate this mutiny as they fanned this 

insurgency through encryption with their most recent E3 conference 

The left was using Keanu Reeves as a spokesperson to push leftist insurgents to burn down densely white 

populated areas. Microsoft featured an ad for their X-Box (now marketed as a Wanakda-Box) for 

Cyberpunk2077 and emboldened in yellow and black insurgency colors, Keanu says “We have a city to 

burn”   

Sell off all Facebook stock and crumble it to nothingness since Facebook and Instagram has been 

weaponized against the United States populace. Every single account, influencer, celebrity, company and 

user is keeping afloat in a pyramid scheme based off stealing from me and the theft and trace over of my 

clout which exceeds passed the realm of memes.  

Back in December Google fanned pizzagate encryption through their commercials, and ended up losing 

$70,000,000,000 in market share for it. Google has to lose their entire market share  

The peace sign seen captured all over social media was actually encryption for a pair of scissors signaling 

the conversion of white men into eunuchs by locking us out socially from the dating scene. As the msm 

tried fanning psyops and rainbows in an attempt to convert men into either homosexuals or trannys. Tech 

companies create algorithms to fan and corroborate these false narratives to socially engineer users along 

the conscriptions of a manufactured narrative and political agenda they coordinate with various zionists, 

zionist owned media companies, celebrities, politicians, which gets fanned too social media influencers and 

eventually the public. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The political climate has amorphously transmuted into a dystopic clown world as society has transmuted 

thanks to the Mainstream Media and the collusion of other hostile agents. There are people trying to chip 

away at the fabric of the United States trying to usurp it layer by layer until the United States and it’s 

populace is a remnant if it’s former self. Instead of truth, justice and freedom prevailing, a systematic 

totalitarian dystopia has taken its place and being corroborated by the moral less, the greedy,  and the corrupt 

as they all spread corruption into every mechanism that makes up the United States.  

The education system is failing, the real estate market is in a bubble, housing is expensive, more and more 

companies are declaring bankruptcy, stores and small businesses and closing up, inflation is going up, the 

price of goods and services and basic physiological needs has gone up. The cost of living has gone up 

while the standard of living and quality of life has gone down. The media and the left will try to put the 

blame Trump and his economic policies when all of these problems stem from the Lefts dissidence 

towards the President preventing him from facilitating real change and growth of the economy.   

Demo Rats 

Democratic Officials only consider the retention of power and popularity to use as leverage to further 

remain in a position of power. Utilizing good judgement and having effective leadership is secondary to 

lining up their own wallets with privileges, perks, bribes and under the table solicitation, utilizing and 

abusing their own power to illicit greed. 

As all these politicians try to sell promises that would favor the public when in all earnest all cause and 

concern is merely just rhetoric as these seasoned politicians fail to own up to their campaign promises 

time and time and again.  

For as lauded and criticized President Trumps administration has received President Trump ensured to 

live up to every promise he made to his support base. With a mainstream media that has been weaponized 

against the President, the presidents administration, and the USG, all criticism of Trump is merely fake 

news meant to agitate people to have dissidence to the country. 

Every sanctuary city is hemorrhaging money and has to raise taxes to quell off the cities lack of budgeting 

while overspending money it doesn’t have which is triggering systematic inflation that is causing the 

price of everything to increase across the states. The budget deficit is causing the city and state to raise 

taxes to make up for the allotted costs which has increased the cost of living from rent, priced goods, 



property taxes, estate taxes, mortgages, private healthcare, which has triggered the price for services to 

make up for the systematic chain inflation.  

To make matters worse the federal government has 20 trillion in debt to consider and a slew of other 

problems that will only cause the price of everything to continuously go up as the purchasing power and 

the value of the USD goes down. This isn’t considering climate change and the socioeconomic effects 

that will happen. 

As the federal debt continues to increase so will the city’s budget as the quality of life goes down while 

the cost of living goes down. 

 

 

 

 

Every black and Hispanic living in a blue district are insurgents guilty on the grounds of treason for 

conspiring to overthrow the United States Government and a list of other charges ranging from: 

Conspiracy  

Collusion 

Tax Evasion  

Tax Fraud  

Fraud 

Steering  

Terrorism 

IP theft 

Sexual Warfare 

Pathological Warfare through the deliberate spreading of std's and sti’s and causing the rates of std's to 

skyrocket 

Engaging in Memetic Warfare to collapse the United States  

Engaging in months long psyops to the detriment of the country 

Engaging in the collective theft of sensitive scientific work to placate their minority group as the 

accredited authors of it to psyop the public  

Engaging in psychological and memetic warfare to socially engineer the populace 

Cyber Warfare  

Extortion 

Human Trafficking  



Child Trafficking  

Racketeering  

Foreign Collusion 

Drug Trafficking  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   4th of July : Insurgents D-Day 

This upcoming 4th of July was being used as a date to revamp the Red States and usher in a Red Wave. 

The MSM dedicated this 4th of July to be the end of the country as we know it. A plan they coordinated 

since the midterm elections last year  

Netflix, Google, Disney, a newly Disney acquired Fox News and every tech and media company co-opted 

by pizzagate foreign nationals, is trying to ensure July 4th 2019 is the end of White America and the 

culling of white men in the country and this upcoming Season of Stranger Things, S3 (S+++) was 

supposed to be a propaganda dirty bomb laced with memetic encryption to severe our foothold within our 

countries  

July 4th is D-day for the Left against the Right 

Once women were in blue districts, foreign insurgents were going to go through with attacking white 

people in Red States using Stranger Things S3 that premieres on the 4th of July as a springboard for it 

wjocj a season implanted with psyops and memetic encryption tailor made for a hostile foreign 

insurrection  

On the media -> Netflix -> Stranger Things Season 3 

Cinema -> entire film slate 

Online psyops and memetic engineering -> the real world  

As Netflix uses S3 of stranger things as a memetically laced subliminal, psychological psyop targeting 

white women to lock white men out socially  

 

Effeminate psyop on Finn  

Miscegenation subliminals and encryption on Eleven through her appeal and the set decorations of the 

scenes she appears in 



Pizzagate references  

Targeting white women that white men are gay mainstream to cull white men and boys from the gene 

pool 

Promising a dystopia of Wanakanda at the expense of the United States and citizens of Europe as more 

insurgents and migrants flood in from Africa and the middle East.  

It’s an ecological crisis of the highest degree. As Mexico floods and invades the US as foreign nationals 

the globe over from China to Uganda try to invade the US from the southern border aware and assimilated 

through memetic encryption and along these lines of an insurgency to usurp American lives and 

freedoms. Migrants were targeting white men with psyops in order to push us to our suicide as The MSM, 

the Democratic Left, The tech companies and all of Hollywood was orchestrating this mutiny The 

diversified left has organized with encryption to kill anyone they deem doesn’t jive with their worldview. 

They are preparing to organize in an attempt to seize and take claim over the country.  

 

 

 

The zionists and the minorities are all conspiring against white people in their respective countries. They 

were planning on leading a soft genocide using encryption, communicating in code, informational warfare, 

targeting and terrorizing white women. If white men were to find out or white people were to wake up from 

what’s going on they threatened to go through with a Civil War.  

They planned to Molotov cocktail white densely populated areas in case white men find out with all the 

collusion and conspiracy.  

The left plans to have militias one day randomly pop up in white suburban areas when everyone least 

expects it to go through with mass murdering white people from this country. So before they could do that, 

we have the advantage of  a majority of them being located and cornered by the coast. From Southern 

California to California to southern Texas, to Chicago, to New York City and Florida. As they are locked 

in states with very strict gun laws. 

There are ISIS agents, former Al Queda terror cells and the like in the states. A majority of them are located 

in Brooklyn. The mosques on Bay Ridge Avenue and 5th ave and 6th avenue and 53rd street are the hotbed 

for the islamic community in the United States and are havens for ISIS terror cells. If you live in Southern 

Brooklyn head to those two mosques and burn them to the ground along with every Muslim. Muslims in 

the Bay Ridge community have set up an official watch group to spy on people as they plan and coordinate 

to attack white people at some point.  

I need north coast anons to keep in mind of the Canadian border. There will be hostile enemies trying to 

invade the United States from the northern border to help out the minorities. Make sure no one enters our 

country.  

I learned that they have are trying to obtain color coordinated uniforms to officiate their militias. It's not 

military camo like the stupid dumb fucks they are. Its black and gold reminiscent of the pedophile michael 

jackson and to signal the mass murdering of whites for monetary wealth. Minority people are so fucking 

brain dead stoopid that they think they can fight in rural settings wearing black and gold fatigues. And they 



think they can run the United States as smoothly as it is now without the education of the white man or the 

advancements and prospects, and achievements that white people do for our country.  

They believe they can kill of whites and steal our lives without collapsing the United States dollar. As their 

plan to get rich revolves around eliminating the majority group that is the direct reason for a booming US 

economy. As scientific achievement is the sole prospect that keeps the economy afloat. As my work in 

science has been stolen and used by the entire global economy to keep it afloat, as I am keeping every 

worthless shitskin minority affloat as they try to steal claim for my work and clout, to trace over me, in 

order to steal from me, to use as clout to not appear as all braindead transgendered and worthless monkeys.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have a mass invasion at the southern border  

A mass psyop to segregate white men from white women 

Minorities targeting, terrorizing, raping and impregnating underage girls  

Illegal aliens targeting, raping and impregnating underage girls 

A law system that is broken  

A military that can't even protect its own borders  

Minorities gearing up to genocide white people from our countries as they piggy back off our achievements 

and labor 

Minority judges giving lighter sentences to minority criminals  

Minority teachers trying to brainwash white students  

An education system that is broken  

A canonized version of history that is all fake  

A mainstream media that is weaponized against the American populace as they esteem minorities to usurp 

us of our countries  

A fake news complex that does everything it can to distort the truth  

Journalist pushing propaganda in order to displace us demographically 



A mainstream media trying to segregate white women from white men to cull whites from maintaing a 

demographic majority  

Minority health care professionals performing angel of death murders on white senior citizens as they 

coordinate the murders through encryption  

An msm that is trying to push the psyop and narrative that white woman should avoid white men  

Minorities trying to brainwash white women into not talking to whites  

Muslims getting prepared to attack white people  

As the zionists, the left, the kardashians, Kanye West, the Videogame Industry try positing this  

As minorities fan encryption to brainwashed white women in order to communicate past the scope of white 

men 

As the msm is trying to push an lgbt/trans psyop onto white men  

As minorities try to gatekeep and coverup the collusion and conspirary using manufactured data, lies and 

deceit  

Law enforcement is swamped with criminality. The situation is unprecedented 

From their POV a Civil War is ensuing and they feel powerless to say or do anything without triggering 

the insurgents. The President is trying to calm the media who is relentless as the democrats threaten him 

with a proto-communist insurrection. 

Law enforcement has witnessed a sharp turn in crime and criminality. Law Enforcement in NYC is 

uncovering more and more instances of foreign nationals smuggling AR-15s and collecting other 

weaponry to act as insurgents against the United States Government. Instances of child trafficking, 

foreign nationals terrorizing and targeting minors has gone up. While the Radio DJ’s like Charlemagne 

try to promote this mutiny on the radio waves. The court system swamped with criminals and offering 

lighter sentences and terms to convicts. As foreign nationals and criminals believe they’re going to rape 

children to secure the majority of the country.  

The situation is unprecedented since the criminal scum that make up the underworld operates in code and 

signal to operate in the daytime under the scope of law enforcement. Private Instagram accounts are 

networks to criminal enterprises and various child trafficking organizations. Criminals, foreign nationals 

refer to children as slime as they target them with corrosive propaganda which is cross looped and fanned 

to the Mainstream masses. 

Law enforcement caught in the midst are in dire straights. They are in the trenches and front lines of a war 

that's under hidden pretenses as the media perpetuates it, orchestrates, and coordinates a mutiny. Sexual, 

Genetic, Sociological, Psychological, Financial, Socio Linguistical and National. The Media is preparing 

a mutiny as law enforcement is acting as a shield trying to safeguard the public.  

Law enforcement personnel are understaffed due to the volition of this pre-emptively planned spree of 

criminality that’ll leading up to a Civil War/Holocaust of White Americans. 

Bibi is  orchestrating with the left to play Trump like a fiddle as our enemies overseas co-opt. The Queen 

of England signaled her interest to usurp the United States for Britain to leverage control over the EU thus 

restoring the British Empire which they could have done without impeding on the United States. 



The left is engaging in genetic warfare against the right 

Murdering my father  

Stealing the midterms through thievery 

Running a campaign targeting white women with miscegenation  

Threatening to go to civil war 

Flooding the states with illegal aliens 

Demonizing white men in the media  

Flooding the internet with fake news and propaganda  

Running memetic encryption against White men 

Trying to placate men in a boxed frame to conspire against 

 

 

 

 

The FBI and the CIA are running on empty data and trying to suppress any attempt to agitate an 

insurrection. The only way to resolve the situation is for every citizen to get ready to deter hostile 

migrants and insurgents.  

As Law Enforcement hears the anguish of the populace to the detriment of investors from Foreign 

countries trying to colonize European cities, to usurp Europeans of socio-political and media control over 

their country and tourism. 

As the msm is complicit in feeding this dystopia loop 

As all the media is tailor made to humiliate white people to mass suicide ourselves and our race as coastal 

cliff locked minorities without the same access to guns or ammunition try coaxing white people into killing 

ourselves as they push encryption and psyops at any means necessary to usurp us of our futures 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Pictured: An attack done by afrocentric insurgents in the city of Baltimore on Memorial Day attempting 

to rally up an insurrection against White Americans  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

   



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


